


our
brands

Who we are



industrial 
facilities: 4.000m2

70
co-workers

1.5 million pieces per year

since
1988

facts&figures

2 million euros per year



Founded in 1988 by a family company with a long tradition in 

the ceramic industry, today Antonio Rosa is dedicated in the manufacture of

Decorative Ceramics, Bathroom and Giftware

Technical expertise, materials of the highest quality, meticulous craftsmanship and trend-setting design 

go into every Antonio Rosa product.

Antonio Rosa culture stands for exceptional quality, design and excellence.

Manufactured by workers with extensive experience and knowledge, Antonio Rosa products are 

completely tailored to customer’s taste.

With a very relevant presence in demanding markets, Antonio Rosa is producing for some of the most 

reputed brands worldwide. 

With foresight and vision Antonio Rosa management makes sure that the products delivered abide by 

unsurpassed standards.

100% Proudly Made in Portugal from the finest resources.



Byfly is Shaping the Future of Ceramics

A Luxury brand and a dream come true
Shifting the perception of ceramics, each single item 

is a piece of Art making a statement in every room
Vibrant and exuberant pieces - design awarded - and

handcrafted by talented people passionate about clay.



A unique blend of 

metropolitan and eclectic 

natural aesthetics.

Our range of decorative 

items bring a signature and 

style to your home.

Fashion-foward decors. 

Raw and textural.











HOPE collection



LADIES collection



MUSA lamp





KEY Collection



MASK Collection



MONSTERS Collection





BALLS Collection





CARRUSSEL Collection



LAMPDOLL





SPIKES 

COLLECTION



CRYSTAL 

COLLECTION



WHERE IS THE 

ROSE COLLECTION



HANGING PILLS



OTTO 

COLLECTION



SEVEN COLLECTION: PRIDE, GREED, ENVY, LUST, GLUTTONY, WRATH, SLOTH
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In the ceramics by passion, inspired and stimulated

by nature and the visual curiosities of both the

everyday and the extraordinary, our team has been

expressing its expertise and artistic side, by

breathing new life into many homes - nation and

worldwide - with sophisticated masterpieces but still

relaxed and welcoming.

Completely engaged with clients to put together

collections piece by piece, layer by layer; wih

attention to detail, color, style, and yes even

budget we look forward to receiving your project.




